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A State-Dependent Damping Method to Reduce
Collision Force and Its Variability
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Abstract—This paper investigates the effect of biologically
inspired angle-dependent damping profile in a robotic joint
primarily on the magnitude and the variability of the peak
collision force. Joints such as the knee that experience collision
forces are known to have an angle-dependent damping profile.
In this paper, we have quantified and compared three damping
profiles. Our numerical and experimental results show that
the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile can
minimize both the magnitude and the variability of the peak
collision force (average magnitude and variability reduction of
≈ 26% and ≈ 47% compared to the peak constant damping
profile). Very often, the variability of the force across the collision
between the robot and the environment cause uncertainty about
the state variables of the robotic joint. We show that by increasing
the slope of the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping
profile we can also reduce the variability and the magnitude
of post-collision peak displacement and peak velocity compared
to those of constant damping profile. This was achieved while
reducing the root mean square of power consumed by the robotic
joint.
Index Terms—Actuation and Joint Mechanisms, Compliance
and Impedance Control

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

INIMISING collision force and its variability is important for many robotic applications such as legged
locomotion and collaborative robots (cobots). There are several
methods for collision avoidance [1], [2]. However, there are
robotic applications where contact is part of the task, such
as legged locomotion, object passing, physical examination,
etc. In such tasks, predictability depends on both the collision
force and its variability. It is believed that for most animals,
one of the top priorities is to minimise the peak collision
force to reduce the risk of injury and permanent joint damages
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[3]. Furthermore, it is known that the knee joint not only
manages to decrease the magnitude but also the variability of
the force as well as the motion variability doing a similar task
at a similar ground condition [4]. However, it is a complex
computational problem to adjust the internal impedance of a
robotic joint to decrease the variability of one quantity without
compromising that of another quantity [5].
The dynamics of systems that involve periodic impulsive
collisions with the environment cause sudden jumps in the
state-space, which varies at each step on the same terrain [6],
[7]. Previous research on a simple passive dynamic walker
known as the rimless wheel has revealed that the distribution of
the coefficient of restitution and the coefficient of friction and
their interactions play a significant role in the state variability
[8]. Therefore, any solution that would reduce the variability
of states upon collisions will help to reduce the chances of
failure.
The complexity in robot-environment interaction that involves dynamics that are punctuated by collisions is a major
challenge for closed-loop control systems. Several studies have
investigated fast collision detection and reactive behaviour
mechanisms [9]–[11] or different numerical methods of predicting the consequence of variability on the stability [12],
[13] or search for impedance parameters that can reduce the
variability [14]. However, in the studies mentioned above,
intensive computational algorithms for real-time control were
used.
Based on laws governing interaction dynamics, body in
dynamic association with the environment should adjust its
internal impedance to preserve a stable dynamic coupling
with the environment [15]. The knee joint is an example that
is vital for efficiency and stability of legged locomotion in
human and animals [5], [16]. However, its variable impedance
(stiffness, damping, and inertia) [17] and its computational role
in walking remain to be understood.
In this paper, we focus on implementing a simple active
impedance control method that can better emulate the morphological impedance profile of the knee joint to be implemented in any robotic joint and to provide efficient and stable
behaviour. Indeed angle-dependent stiffness is also important,
however studying the combined effect of angle-dependent
stiffness and angle-dependent damping is beyond the scope of
this paper. Furthermore, it is known that the damping profile
can intrinsically stabilise the system [18]. This study focuses
not only on the magnitude but also on the variability of the
collision force, post-collision peak displacement and velocity.
We propose a hyperbolic angle-dependent damping control
framework that can be easily implemented in each motor of
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Fig. 2. The damping profile of the knee joint against the knee joint angle.
This profile is based on the viscosity values and their corresponding joint
angles, provided in [17], at a given constant torque value.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup: The force sensor measures the collision force at
the point of contact between the robot and the aluminium plate representing
the environment. To replicate the impact between a robot with the environment, the motor representing the environment was set to move the aluminum
plate sinusoidally. The angle of rotation of the robotic joint motor, represents
the robot joint angle.

a robot. We provide analytical and experimental validations
of this generic method. The results show that it minimised
both the variability and magnitude of the peak collision force
as well as that of the post-collision peak velocity and peak
displacement without complicated computations. Interestingly,
this was achieved while minimising the root mean square of
power. To isolate the effect of the hyperbolic angle-dependent
damping profile on a robotic joint, we keep a constant proportional gain and conduct experiments in the horizontal plane to
only study the normal force.
II. ANGLE - DEPENDENT DAMPING CONTROL
Zhang et al. [17] found out that the internal impedance
of a human’s knee joint is a nonlinear function of the joint
angle. Furthermore, Morland et al. [19], showed that an
angle-dependent damping control could provide better control
in legged locomotion using a rimless wheel. However, a
quantification of the angle-depended damping profile remains
to be performed. In the contact phase of the feet with the
environment, using the impedance control (controlling the
stiffness, damping and inertia), the knee joint manages the
impact during the strike, and it provides stability by absorbing
and controlling the collision force [16]. By taking the viscosity
values from [17] for a given constant torque value and plotting
them against their joint angles, the damping profile of the knee
joint (shown in Fig. 2) was obtained. During the strike, the
damping profile can be approximated as a hyperbolic function
because the knee joint angle varies in a small range between
10◦ and 25◦ on average [20]. Active impedance control for the
knee joint is obtained by muscular control of co-contracting
antagonistic muscle pairs which can control the joint torques
in humans and animals [21]. There are two ways of taking
inspiration from the knee joint, one is to design the cam profile
of the knee, and the other is to incorporate its properties into

a controller. We do not intend to exactly mimic the biology
of the knee joint, but we intend to take inspiration from its
control over the impedance properties. We approximate the
angle-dependent damping profile found by Zhang et al. [17]
to a hyperbolic function of the joint angle (ch (θr )) given by:
ch (θr ) = c0 + (cmax − c0 )(1 − e−η|θr | )

(1)

where θr is the angle of the robotic joint. Zhang et al. [17]
also showed that at the relaxed state and zero degree flexion,
the knee joint damping coefficient is not zero. Saying that
c0 = 0.2 Ns/rad represents the minimum damping coefficient
of a robotic joint. cmax = 5 Ns/rad refers to the maximum
damping coefficient of the robotic joint. These parameters
are set to be constants for both simulation and experiment.
(cmax − c0 ) is to prevent the damping coefficient of the joint
exceeding the minimum and maximum damping coefficients
of the joint. (1 − e−η|θr | ) provides hyperbolic shape of the
damping. Where η is a scaling factor in the angle-dependent
damping function determining its slope (η ∈ [0, 0.5, 1, 1.5]). In
other words, increasing η rises the damping coefficient ch . The
values are chosen based on the limitation of the experimental
setup. Furthermore, since the proposed function is angledependent, a periodic damping profile would be achieved for
periodic angle variation.
III. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
To represent the during collision phase and before and
after collision phase of a robotic joint with the environment,
we developed an experimental setup shown in Fig. 1. A PD
controlled back-drivable MAXON motor (EC-max 40 mm,
120 W, brush-less, geared at 1 : 81 gearing ratio, motor part
number 283873) was used to provide active impedance control
of the robotic joint as a function of its angle θr . This motor
was attached to an 8 cm diameter pinion. The proportional
(Kp = 8) gain was set to be constant, and the derivative (Kd )
gain was controlled as a function of θr .
To represent the environment (any object that comes into
contact with the robot), an aluminium plate attached to a small
horizontal rack was set to be in contact with another 8 cm
diameter pinion. The pinion was attached to another MAXON
motor (EC 60 mm, 400 W, brush-less, part number 167131)
with high PD gains (Kp = 30000 and Kd = 3772). Therefore,
its position and velocity will not be affected when colliding
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with the robot. Each MAXON motor was connected to an
EPOS 5/50. The collision force was measured by a 50 N
Load Cell attached to the 3D printed part connected to the
motor representing the robotic joint.
This paper intends to show the effect of the hyperbolic
angle-dependent damping profile on a robotic joint. Since
the torque contributed by gravity also changes with the joint
angle, for clarity, the gravity effect of the robot was removed.
Furthermore, to only study the normal force at the point of
contact, both motors were constrained to move horizontally.
IV. A NALYTICAL MODEL
In this work, the motor representing the environmental object follows a sinusoidal movement. As shown in the schematic
design of the experimental setup (1), τs is the torque for the
desired sinusoidal motion of the environmental object and is
given by:
τs = ke θe∗ + (ce + cie )θ̇e∗
(2)
where ke = 90 N/rad, ce = 9 Ns/rad, θe
and
θe∗ = l0 + A sin(2πf t) are the constant stiffness, damping,
and the actual and desired joint angle of the motor representing
the environment. l0 = 4.7 rad, A = 4.97 rad, f = 1 Hz, and
t s are the initial distance of the environmental object from
the robot, amplitude, frequency and time. θ˙e and θ˙e∗ are the
actual and desired velocity of the motor representing the
environment. The aim of this research is to study the effect
of a hyperbolic angle-dependent damping control of a robotic
joint actuator on the collision force denoted Fc . Simulations
were conducted for two phases of relative movement between
the environmental object and the robot; before and after
collision phase and during collision phase. The state space
representation of the system is in the form of
h ẋ = Ax +i Bτs .

3

where θr and θ̇r are the angular displacement and velocity
of the motor representing the robotic joint. Parameter Je
is defined as Je = Igm + Ip + me r2 . Where Iem = 8.01e−5
kgm2 , Ip = 6.4e−4 kgm2 and me = 12.4 kg are moment of
inertia of the motor representing the environment and the
moment of inertia of the pinion, as well as the total mass
that the motor representing the environment must move (the
aluminium plate and the small rack attached to it). r = 4 cm
refers to the radius of motor’s pinion. Parameter Jr is defined
as Jr = Irm + Ip + mr r2 . Where Irm = 1.01e−5 kgm2 refers
to the moment of inertia of the motor representing the robotic
joint. The inertia of the link of the robot in contact with the
environment is negligible in comparison to the inertia of the
environment. The total mass of the robotic joint’s motor has
to move is mr = 8.2 kg. As explained in section II, ch (θr )
represents the hyperbolic angle-dependent damping of the
robotic joint controlled by (1). Parameter kr = 8 N/rad, is the
stiffness coefficient of the robotic joint motor. cir = 0.8 Ns/rad
and cie = 0.4 Ns/rad are the coefficient of friction/damping of
the robotic joint motor and the environmental object motor.
The torque applied to the robot during the normal collision
between the robot and the environment, τc (θr ) is given by:
τc (θr ) = − (ch (θr ) + cir ) (θ̇r − θ̇e ) − kr (θr − θe )

(4)

where the collision force Fc applied to the robot at the point of
contact is Fc = τc (θr )/r. Observing the torque coming from
the PD controller of the robotic joint motor and angle of the
robotic joint, we can compute the power P of the robotic
joint regulating the impedance, P = τr (θr )θ̇r . Where τr (θr )
is the torque coming from the PD controller of the robotic
joint actuator given by:
τr (θr ) = (ch (θr ) + cir )θ̇r + kr θr

(5)

T

The state vector is described by: x = θr θ̇r θe θ̇e

and

T

B = [0 0 0 1/Je ] . Where the A matrix that holds the
physical system’s information for either during collision
phase or before and after collision phase.
A. During Collision Phase
The model represents an elastic collision, perpendicular
to the plane of impact, with a spring and a damper in
parallel acting between the two objects that come into contact
(robot and environment). Two phases were considered: when
the robot and the environmental object are independent, and
when they are coupled during impact. The conservation of
momentum is applied to the two objects during the transition
from one phase to another. When the robotic joint comes into
contact with the environmental object, the system’s dynamics
changes to a double-mass-spring-damper system. Then the
equations of motion of the system at the contact phase can
be used to find the collision force. The A matrix for during
collision phase (Ac ) is given by:

 0
1
0
0
Ac = 

−kr
Jr

−ch (θr )−cir
Jr

kr
Jr

ch (θr )+cir
Jr

kr
Je

ch (θr )+cir
Je

−kr −ke
Je

−ch (θr )−cir −ce −cie
Je

0

0

0

1


(3)

B. Before and After Collision Phase
For before and after the collision where there is no contact
between the robot and the environmental object, the physical
system’s information matrix (Ai ) is given by:

 0
1
0
0
Ai = 

−kr
Jr

0
0

−ch (θr )−cir
Jr

0
0

0
0

0
1

−ke
Je

−ce −cie
Je



(6)

V. C OEFFICIENT OF VARIATION A NALYSIS
In robotic applications that involve dynamics that are punctuated by impulsive collisions with the environment, predictability and consequently stability depends on minimizing
both the magnitude and variability of the peak collision force
as well as the state variability (displacement and velocity).
Therefore, In this research when comparing our proposed
method with other two constant damping profiles, the summation of the coefficient of variation of the collision force
CvF , angular peak velocity Cvv and peak displacement Cvd
of the robotic joint should be calculated and compared.
CvF =

σ θ̇r
σθr
σFc
, Cvv =
, Cvd =
µFc
µθr
µθ̇r

Cvr = CvF + Cvv + Cvd
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Fig. 3. An example of the damping profile found from the experiment on the
hyperbolic angle-dependent damping function for different values of η. cp is
the maximum damping found at the maximum angle during the hyperbolic
angle-dependent damping profile experiment and cm is the damping value
found at the middle of the hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile.

For the third experiment, rather than looking for the maximum damping values cp , the damping values were chosen
at the middle of the hyperbolic angle-dependent damping
c +c
profile cm = p 2 0 . Therefore, for each value of η, the
damping of the robotic joint PD controller was set to the
constant damping values (cr = cm ) shown in Table I. In
addition, it can be observed that cm and cp increases as higher
value of η is chosen (Table I). Basically, these three sets of
experiments aimed to see the effect of our proposed angledependent damping function on the behaviour of a robotic
joint in comparison to other constant damping. Note that, the
environment-robotic joint strike was modelled as an inelastic
collision.
TABLE I
C ONSTANT DAMPING

where, σ and µ represent the standard deviation and the
average of the state variables respectively. The aim is to find
the damping profile that gives the minimum coefficient of
variation of the robotic joint Cvr .
argmin[Cvr ]

η
0
0.5
1
1.5

PARAMETERS FOR THE EXPERIMENT

cp (N s/rad)
0.2
1
1.6
2.18

(9)

cm (N s/rad)
0.2
0.6
0.9
1.19

VII. R ESULTS

∀(Cr )∈R

A. Simulation results
VI. E XPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Three sets of experiments were carried out. The first set of
experiments was to test the effect of the proposed hyperbolic
angle-dependent damping profile on the behaviour of a robotic
joint. Then to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed function,
the results from the first set of experiments were compared
with two sets of different constant damping profiles (second
and third set of experiments).
During the first set of experiments, the damping of the
robotic joint PD controller was set to be the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping (cr = ch (θr )), found from
(1). This was repeated for 10 trials, and the average of these 10
damping profiles was calculated. Fig. 3, presents a sample of
a hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile for all values of
η. In order to see the effect of increasing damping coefficient
on the magnitude and variability of the collision force as well
as the state variables, this process was repeated for every value
of η ∈ [0, 0.5, 1, 1.5].
For the second experiment, the damping value reached at the
maximum angle during each trial of the first experiment were
found. After that, the average of the 10 maximum damping
values cp for each value of η was calculated and shown in
Table I. Then for every value of η, the damping of the robotic
joint PD controller was set to be these constant maximum
damping values (cr = cp ). These are the average of the applied
damping values in the first set of experiments that control
the displacement where the robotic joint was at its maximum
joint angle. The results from the hyperbolic angle-dependent
damping profile were compared with those for cp . Therefore,
for each value of η, the corresponding constant damping value
of cp was chosen and tested for 10 trials. With this experiment,
we aim to compare the hyperbolic angle-dependent damping
strategy with high constant damping strategy.

The ODE113 function of MATLAB was used to solve
the differential equations (6 and 3) derived previously. Then,
the simulated results were plotted. Fig. 4(a) presents the
simulation results for the peak collision force. It can be
observed that by implementing our proposed hyperbolic angledependent damping profile ch no matter what the value of η
the peak collision force will stay constant around its minimum
value. However, for the other two constant damping profiles
(cp and cm ) not only the peak collision force values were
higher but they had a rising trend when increasing the value
of η.
The post-collision peak velocity and displacement are
shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c) respectively. It can be observed that
for all three damping profiles, both the peak velocity and peak
displacement decrease as the value of η increase. However, cm
shows higher peak velocity and displacement than our proposed damping profile ch and peak constant damping profile
cp . Another factor to compare the performance of our proposed
damping profile ch with the other two constant damping
profiles cp and cm was to calculate the root mean square
of the power that was consumed to control the robotic joint.
Fig. 4(d), shows that the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent
ch provides lower root mean square of the power and cp the
highest. Table II presents the percentage of reduction when
comparing the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping
profile ch with the medium constant damping profile cm
m
(α = chc−c
%); as well as comparing the proposed hyperbolic
m
angle-dependent damping profile ch with the peak constant
c −c
damping profile cp (β = hcp p %).
B. Experimental results
Fig. 5 presents an example of the raw collision force data
as well as the relative angular velocity between the robotic
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(a)

(c)

(b)

5

(d)

Fig. 4. Simulation results: (a) The peak collision force (b) the post-collision peak displacement, (c) the post-collision peak velocity, and (d) the root mean
square of power for all three types of damping (ch refers to our proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile, cp and cm refer to the maximum and
medium constant damping profiles found from the first set of experiments) for every value of η. Which η represent the slope of the damping profile.
TABLE II
S IMULATION RESULTS : T HE ANGLE - DEPENDENT DAMPING PROFILE VERSUS CONSTANT DAMPING PROFILES . T HE NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE SIGNS
REPRESENT THE REDUCTION AND INCREASE OF THE PARAMETERS RESPECTIVELY.

η
0.5
1
1.5

Magnitude of
Peak Collision Force
α%
β%
-41.984
-58.819
-55.961
-71.291
-62.609
-76.466

Magnitude of
Peak Velocity
α%
β%
-23.974
1.706
-28.165
3.201
-33.773
1.094

Fig. 5. An example of the force sensor reading for ch at η = 0 and the
corresponding relative angular velocity between the two actuators.

joint actuator and the environmental actuator. As it can be
observed, the first peak of collision force causes a rise in the
relative angular velocity due to the compliance of the robot
actuator. This is followed by force and velocity oscillations
due to the PD controllers of both actuators involved in the
collision. As seen in Fig. 6(a), the proposed hyperbolic angledependent damping profile ch resulted in the smallest average
peak collision forces across all values of η. In addition, it was
found that increasing the damping coefficient by increasing
the values of η will not affect the peak collision force. Indeed,
the peak collision forces were found to be similar ≈ 11 N.
On the other hand, average peak collision force increased
significantly for cm and cp , ≈ 14 N and ≈ 16 N respectively,
compared to that for ch . According to experimental results
in Fig. 6(b) and (c), the peak displacement and post-collision
peak velocity are decreasing for all three damping profiles (ch ,

Magnitude of
Peak Displacement
α%
β%
-5.466
-1.330
-0.622
0.826
-3.028
-0.652

RMS of Power
α%
-7.150
-7.475
-2.878

β%
-28.265
-35.987
-36.754

cm and cp ) when the value of η increases. The average peak
displacement and peak velocity for cm were higher than the
other two damping profiles. Interestingly, experiments show
approximately equal average peak displacement for both ch
and cp . The experimental results in Fig. 6(d) shows the root
mean square of the power that was consumed by the robotic
joint implementing different damping profiles. The root mean
square of the power consumption for our proposed damping
profile ch was smaller than other constant damping profiles
cm and ch . It can also be seen that the root mean square of
the power consumption for both cm and ch are approximately
equal at η = 1.
Fig. 7 presents the variation of peak collision force, postcollision peak velocity, as well as the peak displacement. The
variability was measured by calculating the standard deviation
of the values. Fig. 7(a) shows the variation of peak collision
force. The experimental results for the proposed damping
profile ch , for all values of η, showed a higher negative trend
on the variability. However, a gradual rise was mainly seen
for cm and cp , except for cm at η = 1. Fig. 7(b) presents
the variability of the post-collision peak velocity. It can be
observed that for every value of η, ch provides a smaller
variability of the post-collision peak velocity compared to
cm and cp . Fig. 7(c) presents the variability of the peak displacement for each value of η and all three damping profiles.
It can be observed that the lowest (0.012 for 3 significant
decimal places) and highest variability (0.043) belong to the
proposed damping profile ch and the peak constant damping
profile cp respectively. In general, the standard deviation of
the peak displacement is lower for our proposed damping
profile ch . Table III presents the percentage of reduction of
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 6. Experimental results: (a) The average peak collision force (b) the average post-collision peak displacement, (c) the average post-collision peak velocity,
and (d) the root mean square of power for all three types of damping (ch , cp and cm ) for every value of η. Which η represent the slope of the damping
profile. The solid vertical lines indicate the error bar across the 10 trials for every value of η.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Experimental results: The standard deviation of (a) the peak collision force, (b) the post-collision peak velocity, and (c) the post-collision peak
displacement for all three types of damping (ch , cp and cm ) for every value of η which represent the slope of the damping profile.
TABLE III
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS : T HE ANGLE - DEPENDENT DAMPING PROFILE VERSUS CONSTANT DAMPING PROFILES .

η
0.5
1
1.5

Magnitude of
Peak Collision Force
α%
β%
-19.942
-22.768
-23.092
-28.955
-22.984
-27.448

Variability of
Peak Collision Force
α%
β%
-38.907
-23.202
-35.085
-49.715
-63.776
-67.122

Magnitude of
Peak Displacement
α%
β%
13.083
-0.361
-14.899
0.945
-16.064
1.395

Variability of
Peak Displacement
α%
β%
-34.002
-46.057
-37.947
-52.440
-35.704
64.603

Magnitude of
Peak Velocity
α%
β%
-5.167
-0.319
-3.481
-0.974
-6.012
-0.335

Variability of
Peak Velocity
α%
β%
-19.360
-40.250
-45.420
-53.591
-10.109
-24.311

RMS of Power
α%
-14.273
0.779
-7.953

β%
-18.563
-5.555
-15.165

profiles. It can be observed that our proposed hyperbolic angledependent damping profile ch provides the lowest Coefficient
of variation in comparison to the other two constant damping
profiles. Table IV present the percentage of reduction of the
coefficient of variation of the robotic joint calculated for all
three damping profiles.
VIII. D ISCUSSION
Fig. 8. Experimental results: The coefficient of variation of the robotic joint
Cvr for all three types of damping (ch , cp and cm ) and for every value of
η.

magnitude and variability comparing the proposed hyperbolic
angle-dependent damping profile ch with the medium constant
damping profile cm (α%); as well as comparing the proposed
hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile ch with the peak
constant damping profile cp (β%). Fig. 8 compare the coefficient of variation of the robotic joint Cvr for all three damping

Two factors are vital for systems that involve punctuated
dynamics due to collisions; decreasing the magnitude of the
peak collision forces and their variability [7], [8]. Furthermore,
decreasing the variability of the peak collision force increases
predictability and consequently, the stability of the robotic
joint.
In this work, we proposed a biologically inspired hyperbolic
angle-dependent damping profile that can be implemented in
any robotic joint using a pure mechanical design, impedance
control in a servo motor, or a mixed of the two. It was found
that the proposed hyperbolic damping profile can significantly
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reduce both the magnitude and the variability of the peak
collision force. It is interesting to note that the collision force
stayed around its minimum value irrespective of the value of η,
the value of the damping coefficient (Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 6(a)).
It is suggesting that the exact rate of change of damping is not
so critical as far as it starts low and rises with the joint angle.
Consequently, the hyperbolic shape allows the spring to absorb
the initial impact force without disturbance from the damper.
The damping effect comes at a later stage after storing some
collision energy in the spring. However, this is not the case
for the other two constant damping profiles as they present
a positive trend in the magnitude of the peak collision force
as the value of η increases. Moreover, it can be noted that
the proposed method can make the system more predictable
across all values of η, Fig. 7(a). Therefore, a higher value of
η (damping coefficient) can be chosen to bring the robotic
joint to the desired velocity and displacement value without
increasing the peak collision force and its variability.
This results in similar changes in the variability of other
state variables such as post-collision peak velocity, and peak
displacement due to collision. In particular, the variability
of states depends on the reduction of the magnitude of the
peak collision force and its variability. High variability in
state transitions (post-collision peak velocity and peak displacement) push the system to failure states [7]. In addition
to the improvements mentioned above, smaller variability of
the post-collision peak velocity was achieved, as illustrated
in Fig. 7(b). Similarly, less variability was found for peak
displacement (except for η = 1.5), shown in Fig. 7(c). This
confirms the effect of minimizing the peak collision force’s
magnitude and variability on those of other state variables.
A significant reduction of the magnitude of the peak displacement for hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile ch
and peak damping constant cp was observed (Fig. 4(b) and
Fig. 6(b)); interestingly, their magnitudes were similar for all
values of η. This means that our proposed damping profile
ch could minimise the peak displacement as much as the
maximum damping profile cp while minimising the magnitude
and variability of the peak collision force and the root mean
square of the power consumed by the robotic joint. This is due
to the fact that both ch and cp provide similar high damping
value at the peak displacement, which prevents the system
from moving further. However, ch only applies high damping
where the angle is high and this made our control system
more efficient by achieving smaller root mean square of power
compared to cm and cp , Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 6(d). Note that
this angle-dependent damping profile was implemented based
on the relative robotic joint angle from the inception of a
collision. This can be implemented in a control algorithm in
an industrial application using force or current sensor to detect
a collision to consider the relative angle. In future work, we
will study the impact of such an implementation on the control
strategy efficiency. In case of larger collisions causing higher
angle change, the safer method is to turn the motors off (fully
compliant).
Furthermore, our proposed damping profile ch and cp provided similar magnitudes of the post-collision peak velocity;
Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 6(c). The experimental and simulation results
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TABLE IV
E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS : T HE ANGLE - DEPENDENT DAMPING PROFILE
VERSUS CONSTANT DAMPING PROFILES .

η
0.5
1
1.5

Coefficient of Variation of the Robotic Joint Cvr
α%
β%
-22.238
-20.740
-22.334
-38.426
-39.395
-35.915

show similar trends. The differences in exact magnitudes can
come from i) Implementing high constant values of damping
(cm and cp ) at all times, especially at the time of the collision.
However, in the case of hyperbolic angle-dependent damping
(ch ), the damping is around its minimum value (c0 ) at the
time of the collision. ii) Unmodified sources of damping
such as gear friction and the coefficient of restitution, can
cause the difference between the experimental and simulation
magnitudes. iii) the response time of the motor representing
the PD controller of the robotic joint. In general, it can be
noted that a high constant damping profile is not necessary to
minimise the magnitude of the peak displacement and postcollision peak velocity of the robotic joint. As it was observed,
high constant damping profile would minimise the magnitude
of peak displacement and velocity, but it maximises their
variability as well as the magnitude and variability of the peak
collision force and the root mean square of the power. Our
proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping ch can achieve
the same state reduction as the highest constant damping
profile, cp . In this study, we have also introduced a function
that not only takes into account the magnitude but also the
variability of peak collision force, peak post-collision velocity
and displacement where the results were plotted in Fig. 8.
The results confirms that our proposed hyperbolic function
provides the smallest values of the Cvr across all values of η.
There have been several studies trying to provide stability. One of the proposed methods is based on environment
reaction force feedback control. However, this method raises
challenges in terms of placing several sensors at the point
of contact [10], [11] for the closed-loop control. Authors in
[9] focused on applying a reaction force by searching policy
for optimum gains for a feedback controller. Other methods
involve predicting the consequence of variability on the stability of the system [12], [13]. All the methods mentioned
above make the system vulnerable to external perturbations
as fast collision detection, numerical calculation, control and
reactive behaviour mechanisms are needed. In contrast, we
propose a simple approach that can be implemented in a
control algorithm or a hardware mechanism of a robotic joint
without any need for sensor reading for a closed-loop control,
quick reaction or sophisticated numerical calculation or control
policies for predictions. This approach minimises both the
magnitude and variability of collision force as well as the
above stated important factors underpinning predictability and
stability.
This method can be a good candidate for a multi-joint
scenario because the angle-dependent damping will be implemented at a joint level. The movement of each joint due
to collision will depend on the configuration of the robot
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at the point of collision with an external object. The prove
of stability has not been addressed in this paper. However,
reasoning on the passivity of the system we can deduct that
the system is stable. The proposed control algorithm is tested
for a limited range of collisions. It would be interesting to
test harder collisions in the future to find the range that the
proposed method is useful.
IX. C ONCLUSION
This paper, for the first time, provides experimental and
analytical evidence for the ability of an angle-dependent
hyperbolic damping profile in a robotic joint to reduce the
peak collision force and its variability. Bio inspiration was
taken from the human knee joint that is known to have an
angle-dependent impedance profile. Three sets of experiments
and simulations were conducted to compare the performance
of the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile
with two other constant damping profiles. The results provide
important design guidelines for variable impedance joints in
robots to improve stability by reducing the collision force as
well as its variability in closed-loop control.
Table III shows that the proposed hyperbolic angledependent damping profile ch achieves peak force reduction of
≈ −22.006% compared to the medium constant damping profile cm and ≈ −26.390% compared to peak constant damping
profile cp . The corresponding average variability reduction of
the peak collision force was ≈ −45.922% and ≈ −46.680%.
Also, the proposed damping profile had led to a reduction
of peak displacement and post-collision peak velocity, which
was, at some extent, similar to when the maximum constant
damping profile cp was implemented. The proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping profile ch achieved peak postcollision displacement reduction of ≈ −14.682% compared
to the medium constant damping profile cm and ≈ −0.659%
compared to peak constant damping profile cp . The corresponding average variability reduction of peak post-collision
displacement were ≈ −35.884% and ≈ −11.298%.
Table III also shows that the proposed hyperbolic angledependent damping profile ch achieves average post-collision
peak velocity reduction of ≈ −4.886% compared to the
medium constant damping profile cm and ≈ −0.542% compared to peak constant damping profile cp . The corresponding
average variability reduction of the post-collision peak velocity
was ≈ −24.963% and ≈ −39.384%. Furthermore, Table III
shows that the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping
profile ch achieves a reduction of root mean square of power
up to ≈ −7.149% compared to the medium constant damping profile cm and ≈ −13.094% compared to peak constant
damping profile cp .
The percentage of reduction of the coefficient of variation of the robotic joint Cvr value as seen in Table IV of
up to ≈ −27.989% and ≈ −31.693% was achieved when
comparing the proposed hyperbolic angle-dependent damping
profile ch with medium constant damping profile cm and the
maximum constant damping profile cp respectively. Simulation
results based on a spring-variable damper-mass model has
confirmed the experimental data.
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